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Abstract: High speed Switched Reluctance Motors (SRMs) have recently been gaining attention as contenders in 
many variable speed drive applications. This has also been stimulated by recent advances in power electronic 
technology which enables this drive system for many applications such as high speed water pump and space and 
military applications. This study presents the design and control of high speed four phases SRM suitable for high 
speed water pumping and other high speed variable load applications. The dynamic load characteristic and the SRM 
operation modes have been studied and a novel cascade control strategy is designed and implemented using the 
MathLap Simulink. The SRM drive system is tested and encouraging results were obtained. The results are of prime 
importance in the developments of rural and remote areas and also for space and military applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
High speed gearless electrical machines find many 

applications as spindle motors, pump motors, large 
chiller motors, gas generators, Electrical Vehicle (EV) 
and aircraft generators (Uematsu and Wallace, 2002; 
Miller, 1993, 2002; MagNet 6.2.2, 2001). It is known 
that speed of a.c. machines increases with increase in 
the input frequency and increasing the input frequency 
reduces the dimensions of electrical machines This id 
due to that the electromagnetic torque is proportional to 
the electromagnetic power and number of pole pairs 
and inversely proportional to the frequency. However, 
such high speed is limited and depends on the number 
of stator poles. This is not the case for SRM in which 
speeds can increase up to flux saturation limits where 
the value of flux depended on the voltage value 
(Uematsu and Wallace, 2002; Miller, 1993, 2002; 
MagNet 6.2.2, 2001; Rahman and Schulz, 2002; Jain 
and Mohan, 2006; Jae-Hak et al., 2005; Amoros and 
Andrada, 2010; Krishnan, 2001). 

An important consideration in the selection of 
motors for high speed applications is cost, weight and 
efficiency. A heavy motor will increase the overall 
weight of the vehicle (for system example) resulting in 
lower acceleration and reduced overall performance. A 
motor that is specifically designed for high speed 
applications is a better choice than purchasing a 
standard motor. Switched Reluctance Motors (SRMs) 
are a good choice for this system as they are relatively 
cheap, robust and can be designed to have minimum 

weight (Ahmed, 2004). The recent advances in power 
electronics technology have made SRM an attractive 
candidate for high speed applications. This is due the 
fact that many desirable features such as simple and 
rugged construction. Also, SRM manufacturing 
technology offers an impressive list of advantages that 
makes industrial users seriously looking for switched 
reluctance motor drives (Uematsu and Wallace, 2002; 
Miller, 1993, 2002; MagNet 6.2.2, 2001).  

This study presents the design of a high speed, four 
phases, 8/6 poles SRM suitable for high speed 
applications. The design of control system for the SRM 
for a wide range of dynamical loads is detailed. 

  
CONSTRUCTION OF SRM 

 
Increasing the value of the SRM speed 

corresponding to input voltages requires the increase of 
saturation limits of stator flux linkage. This leads to 
increase the value of inductance at the aligned position 
enabling SRM speed to reach 14000 RPM with a 
balanced increase of the value of input voltage. 

The motor considered in this study is a four phases 
8/6 poles SRM (8 stator poles, 6 rotor poles) has doubly 
salient construction. Usually the number of stator and 
rotor poles is even and the construction of the SRM is 
shown in Fig. 1.  

This design procedures considered a four-phase 

SRM as it produces less acoustic noise and torque 

ripple in comparison with the three-phase SRM 

(Uematsu   and   Wallace,   2002;  Miller,  1993,  2002;  
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Fig. 1: The SRM 8/6 poles construction 

 

 
 
Fig. 2: A family of (flux linkage-current) curves 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: A family of (theta-static torque) curves 

 

MagNet 6.2.2, 2001). Torque ripples are undesirable for 

most variable speed drive applications. Figure 2 and 3 

show the flux-linkage-current curve and torque-theta 

curve versus rotor positions for various current levels of 

SRM. This discrete available data can be extended to be 

continuous for all ψ and i values during the period 

between the positions θ = 0(aligned) and θ = 2π/Nr 

(unaligned). 

The magnetic behavior of the SRM is highly 

nonlinear where the static torque produced by one 

phase at any rotor position is calculated using the 

following equations (Uematsu and Wallace, 2002; 

Miller, 1993, 2002; MagNet 6.2.2, 2001; Dan, 1999; 

Stephenson and Corda, 1979; Corda and Stephenson, 

1979; Ahmed, 2004; Shuyu and Teseng, 1998). 

 

diiWCoenergy )..,(\ θψ∫==                      (1) 

 

θddWTTorqueStatic static /
\==               (2) 

 

The results presented in Fig. 2 and 3 are obtained 

for a four phase SRM with a special lamination 

material. It can be observed from these figures of the 

prototype motor that linear flux linkage characteristics 

has been obtained in a range of rotor positions between 

0 and 15 degrees.  

 

MODELING AND SIMULATION OF SRM 

 

At present, the maximum power of high speed 

synchronous generators does not exceed 500 kW. 

Several airborne power missions are now evolving that 

will require lightweight multi megawatt electrical 

power systems, e.g., Directed Energy Weapon (DEW) 

and airborne radar (Uematsu and Wallace, 2002; Miller, 

1993, 2002; MagNet 6.2.2, 2001). New high power 

airborne and mobile military systems will require 1 to 

6MWof electrical power generated at speeds 15 krpm. 

As potential candidates HTS rotor synchronous 

generators or all cryogenic generators (synchronous or 

homopolar) have been considered. 

The SRM drive depends on the phase current, 

absolute rotor position and rotor speed signals to obtain 

closed-loop control of current (and hence the torque) 

and speed. Depending on the quality of performance 

required for a particular application, such as for a low 

performance, the phase current and speed signals may 

be dispensed within the control system. The feedback 

signals are usually measured with transducers, which 

increase the cost of the electronic controller and its 

packaging size, reliability and complexity. In the case 

of a rotor position/speed transducer, the size of the 

motor housing and the cost are increased significantly. 

Emerging high-volume applications in Heating, 

Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), fans, 

pumps, home appliances, automobile accessory drives 

and many others are cost sensitive. The performance 

requirements for such applications are not high as is 

required for machine tool servo drives. The requirement 

of low cost with high performance for motor drives has 

placed the agenda of low-cost, sensor-based or 

sensorless technology at the forefront of present day 

research and development of motor drives. SRM drives 

are no exception to this trend, as seen from the high 

degree of interest shown by industrial and academic 

researchers worldwide on this topic. Due to the 
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nonlinear nature of the SRM the following steps were 

made to get an accurate simulation of SRM: 

 

• The flux-linkage of any phase is computed from 

the following equation: 

 

∫ −= dtRiVi )(),(θψ                 (3) 

 

• The value of phase current can be calculated from 

the (flux linkage-current) characteristics curves 

(Fig. 2) by using second order interpolation 

method by used them the flux linkage value (ψ) 

and rotor angular displacement (θ). 

• The value of developed torque can be calculated 

from  the  static  torque characteristics curves 

(Fig. 3) by using second order interpolation 

method by used them the current value and θ. 

• The value of actual speed can be calculated from 

the following mechanical equations: 

 

JTiTdtd mech /)),((/ −= θω                 (4) 

 

• The value of rotor angular displacement θ can be 

calculated from the following equation: 

  

ωθ =dtd /                  (5) 

 

But the angle δ corresponding to the displacement 

of phase A in relation to another phase is given by: 

 

)
11

(2
sr NN

−= πδ                 (6) 

 

Also the positive period of phase is determined by 

the following equation: 

 

r

r
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1

(2π=
              (7) 

 

And Cr can be calculated by the following equation. 
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π −=                              (8) 

 

PHOTOVOLTAIC ENERGY SOURCE 

 

Photovoltaic (PV) power systems convert sunlight 

into electricity directly. Research and development 

efforts are under way to improve efficiency and reduce 

cost of photovoltaic power systems in applications 

ranging from roof-top residential to large industrial or 

electric utility sites. Using of PV power in drive system 

application are increasing these days from directly 

coupling with the dc motors to sophisticated ac motor 

drive systems. SRM is one of these motors that need to 

supply its phases with dc current one phase at a time. 

The current is fed to the motor via buck boost dc/dc 

converter with variable duty ratio to extract the 

maximum power of the PV system and fed the motor 

with necessary voltage and current to overcome the 

motor speed and torque requirements (Dina and Dina, 

2011;  Yousry,  2009;  Matagne  et  al.,  2007; Zahran 

et al., 2000). 

 

CONTROL STRATEGIES 

 

Conventional control techniques such as voltage, 

PID and hysteresis control schemes only are not 

effective control tools for SRM. This is due to such 

control systems produce more noise and torque ripples 

which adversely affect the performance of SRM 

(Ahmed, 2004; Xue et al., 2007; Gribble et al., 1999; 

Khwaja et al., 2001; Krzysztof et al., 2000; Chen and 

Gu, 2010; Naayagi and Kamaraj, 2005; Liu and Song, 

2006; Rahman et al., 2000; Inderka et al., 2002; Husain 

and Hossain, 2005). Therefore, search for alternative 

control methods which achieve the required control 

action without adverse effects on motor performance is 

required. Therefore, this study presents a control 

strategy for SRM which avoid problems in using 

conventional control techniques with this type of 

motors as well as overcomes problems due to high 

speed operation. It has been observed that at high 

speed, SRM exhibit high oscillation about the reference 

speed which presents instability and adversely affect 

the motor performance. Therefore, the control strategy 

proposed in this study is based on the following 

introducing three different control loops to provide 

stable operation at such a high speed. The function of 

the three control loops can be summarized as follows:  

 

In this case, three controllers are used:  

 

• Turn on controller for starting 

• Speed controller in speed loop  

• Torque controller (current controller) in torque 

loop for constant speed at variable load torque. The 

overall controller system is shown in Fig. 4  

 
Turn on control:  The introduction of integral control 
for nonlinear system in a control system eliminates the 
steady-state error. Integral control creates a restoring 
force that is proportional to the sum of all past errors 
multiplied by time, as expressed in Eq. (9). 
The algorithm of controller can be given as follows: 

 

)(.).()( tacttrefterr −=                (9) 

 

where, 

act(t)  = The actual output of the system 

ref(t)   = The reference input of the system 

err(t)  =  The error signal between act(t) and ref(t) 
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Fig. 4: Simplified model and control system for SRM 

 

For a constant value of error, the value of Σ (E∆t) 

will increase with time, causing the restoring force to 

get larger and larger. Eventually, the restoring force 

will get large enough to overcome friction and move 

the controlled variable in a direction to eliminate the 

error. 

The control action can be obtained as follows: 

 

)()..(...).(..)( tdterrKterrKtu ip ∫+=             (10) 

 

where, u(t) is the output of controller, Kp and Ki are 

proportional and integral gains, respectively and this 

gains are adaptation to obtain a good model for starting. 

 

Speed control: The output of speed controller is 

determined by the following equation: 

  

).(.)( terrGtu w=               (11) 

 

where, )1/()( STKsG wnw +=  

 

Torque control: According to the quasi-linear model 

of SRM, the average torque equation can be obtained as 

Eq. (12) when the phase current is flat topped: 
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where,   

Tav  = The average torque 
m  = The number of motor phase  
Nr  = The number of rotor poles  
Vs  = The power supply voltage 
ωr  = Angular speed of the rotor 
θon  = The angle of starting the excitation 
θoff  = The angle of switching off the excitation 
θ1  = The starting angle of the phase inductance 

increasing 
 

Lmax and Lmin  are the maximum and minimum 

value of phase inductance, respectively. 

The total differential equation of Tav can be written 

in a simplified form as: 

 

rwsuav KVKT ω∆−∆=∆ ....             (13) 

 

The increment of the average torque also can be 

indicated as: 

 

Lr
r

av TF
dt

d
JT ∆+∆+

∆
=∆ ω

ω
.                         (14) 

 

where,  

J   = Rotary inertia 

F    = Damping coefficient 

TL  = Load torque 

 

The voltage chopping can be treated as a sampling 

process   of   the  controller’s  output  ∆VASR  and  the  
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Fig. 5: Load torque versus time 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: Pump load variation 

 

 
 
Fig. 7: Four phase instantaneous current, variable load  

 

amplification factor is KC. The small-signal model of 

power inverter can be given as: 
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).(..)( terrKtu t=                            (16) 

 

where, Kt is a adaptive torque gain and the u(t) the 

output of torque controller but to obtain from this 

controller the constant speed at variable load torque. 

 
 
Fig. 8: Four phase instantaneous current, Pump load 

 

 
 
Fig. 9: Four phase instantaneous current, variable load 

 

 
 
Fig. 10: Four phase instantaneous current, Pump load 

 

SYSTEM RESULTS 

 

The proposed  controller is  implemented for  using 

the variable torque drive and pup loads shown  in Fig. 5 

and 6.  The  pump  load is represented as follows (Dina, 

2011):  

 

.0001.0.00004.0005.0 8.1

rrdeTp ωω ++=              (17) 

 

The corresponding four phase's currents are shown 

in Fig. 7-10.  
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Fig. 11: Actual and reference speed versus time for variable 

and pump loads 

 

 

Fig. 12: The four phase instantaneous stator current at high 

speed with variable load torque 

 

During these tests, it has been observed the actual 

motor speed, under all load conditions, tracks the 

reference speed over the whole operation range from 0 

to 13700 RPM without an overshoot or steady state 

errors where Fig. 11 illustrated this result of actual 

speed with reference speed. Figure 12 illustrates one 

pulse for four phases test result which show that the 

angle between phases is 15
o
. And the dwell angle 

(difference between Toff and Ton angle) is kept fixed 

and each phase pulse train is phase shifted by:  (15*Cr -

Ton = 10.5°). 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This study described the design and 

implementation of a control strategy for high speed 

switched reluctance motor. The control action is 

divided into three main loops. The turn on control loop 

is equipped with an integral action deduce the turn on 

time and eliminates steady state errors so that no high 

frequency oscillations occur about the output speed 

which is of prime importance in high speed drive 

applications. A torque and speed control loops are 

added to provide accurate control of motor speed at all 

loads. The control strategy has been tested using fast 

varying dynamic load and also for a pump load. The 

results show that the controller was able to track the 

reference speed without an overshoot at all speed 

ranges up to 14000 rpm. The results also show that the 

position estimation method used is very effective from 

starting to steady state. The results also show the fast 

response of the controller and that the system is 

critically damped with minimum torque ripples and 

speed deviations about the reference speed. 
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